COVID-19:
Impact on Executive
Compensation

Introduction
Corporate boards and senior management teams face
unprecedented challenges to govern and manage through
the demand shock and substantial market downturn
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Some industries
face more serious and fundamental challenges than
others. After companies address the immediate business
implications, they will eventually need to address a range
of governance, design and administration challenges

of executive and non-employee director compensation
programs. In particular, the companies that benefit from the
CARES Act will now have to take into consideration the
restrictions on executive compensation in their plans.
This white paper provides perspectives on how to address
the disruptive effects of COVID-19 across a range of
compensation areas.
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1 | Corporate Governance
As business strategies change in response to the current
health and economic crisis, issues cascade to all board
committees, including the compensation committee. The
situation may require compensation committees to be
even more flexible, adaptable and creative than in recent
years.
Compensation committees should develop guiding
principles to inform their near-term decision making on
these issues. These guiding principles might include the
following:
■ Consider and, if necessary, modify long-held
philosophies and policies.
■ Consider non-conventional program designs to keep
management and employees motivated, engaged and
aligned with current and rapidly changing business
strategies.
■ Consider proxy advisory firm perspectives but
do not let their strict guidelines restrict or limit
the compensation committee from taking actions
appropriate for their organizations. Proxy advisory firm
guidelines may likewise evolve in response to the
current circumstances.

While it may be too soon to make any decisions or take
action concerning 2020 pay for most companies, there
are steps companies may consider, including:
■ If the 2020 proxy has not been filed, add the following
disclosure: (i) the proxy relates to 2019 performance
and compensation, neither of which were affected by
the COVID-19 pandemic, (ii) the COVID-19 pandemic
could significantly impact 2020 financial results
and compensation outcomes and (iii) the COVID-19
pandemic could impact the specific actions taken by
the board and executives to address the effect of the
COVID-19 pandemic on business operations.
■ Sharing guiding principles with management to
ensure continued motivation and common expectations.
Develop a cadence of information sharing both business
impact and potential compensation implications
throughout the year.
■ Engage shareholders to discuss and obtain feedback
on significant changes in compensation program design.

■ Consider how executives should share in the
compensation burdens born of other employees across
the organization.
■ Consider the impact on all company stakeholders,
including employees, shareholders, supply chain
members, consumers and communities in which the
company has an interest.
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2 | Base Salary
Certain industrial sectors have shored up their liquidity
through salary decreases or headcount reductions. In
some cases, top executives have volunteered salary
reductions or extended salary abstentions as important
demonstrations of solidarity with impacted employees.
Approximately 300 major public companies to
date have disclosed executive salary reductions.
Many of these companies are either in the airline
or hospitality industries (e.g., United Airlines, Delta,

Marriot International, Norwegian Cruise Line, Hyatt
Hotels). In other situations, companies have delayed
or rescinded previously approved salary increases
for management and employees. Compensation
committees and management should note that unless
specifically addressed, reductions in base salary may
directly affect other pay elements and protections (e.g.,
bonus determination, severance calculations, retirement
benefits, life and disability insurance coverage).

3 | Performance Based Compensation
Reduced commercial activity will have the greatest
impact on both short- and long-term performance-based
compensation. In most instances, outstanding business
plans and performance goals have been rendered
challenging or obsolete, and companies have no
current certainty about the timing or pace of a recovery
to restate their plans with confidence. Situations differ
across industries and companies, and therefore the
considered actions and potential responses differ as
described below.

Potential Strategies for Outstanding Shortand Long-Term Incentive Awards (where
performance metrics and goals have been set)
■ Maintain status quo and take a wait and see attitude
until later this year (given the current uncertainty, any
changes made now could become quickly obsolete, so
we suggest considering a “reflection” period mid-year
once companies have a better sense of the crisis and
its impact on business).
■ Exercise greater discretion in cash/long-term incentive
outcomes and consider the impact of COVID-19 on
prescribed metrics, or even the affordability of a bonus
altogether despite certain metric achievements. (We
believe most companies expect to exercise more
discretion than usual of 2020 outcomes).

■ Modify existing performance goals to reflect COVID19’s anticipated effects on financial performance (this
situation would require reasonable certainty about the
extent and impact on financial results, which seems
unlikely under current circumstances but could be
possible later this year. This could raise accounting
issues).
■ Eliminate incentive opportunity for 2020 (while a
drastic action, we have seen top officers at certain
companies agree to forego bonus payouts for the
current year and, in some cases, companies already
acknowledge they will not pay a 2020 bonus).
For outstanding performance-based equity awards
subject to a market condition (e.g., absolute and/
or relative Total Shareholder Return (TSR), generally
compensation committees are not currently
contemplating any modifications to those awards,
despite substantial market declines. However,
companies should consider whether to cap payouts
if negative TSR would result in a payout.

This section continues on the next page
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Potential Strategies for Short- and Long-Term
Incentive Awards (where performance metrics
have not yet been set)
Short-term incentive awards:
■ Allow for end-of-performance period adjustments
to earned awards (by calculation or discretion) to
take into account the impact of COVID-19 on financial
performance (mitigates the need to set performance
goals that accurately predict COVID-19’s impact on
financial performance).
■ Incorporate discretion into the determination of
incentive award payouts (given ongoing uncertainties
about the economic impact of COVID-19, some
companies that continue to pay a 2020 bonus may
resort to a discretionary evaluation for all award
payouts to use hindsight and appropriately reward
management’s efforts and accomplishments).
■ Allocate a portion (e.g., 25% or more) of the incentive
awards to the achievement of important strategic,
operational and individual objectives not directly tied
to financial performance (this can mitigate the adverse
effects of COVID-19, if desired).
■ Split the annual incentive plan into two six-month
performance periods, with metrics for each period set
within the first two months of each period (the use of sixmonth performance periods may enhance a company’s
ability to develop meaningful goals that reflect current
circumstances if there is visibility on appropriate goals).
■ Consider shifts from business unit to corporate-wide
goals and/or eliminate individual performance goals this
year (this encourages a team approach to addressing
critical business issues during the pandemic crisis).
■ Incorporate ESG goals surrounding human capital
such as health, safety and crisis management (a likely
focus for investors this year).

Performance-based long-term incentive awards:
■ Delay the grant until economic conditions settle (may
prove difficult to determine optimal timing of a grant
and would upset normal grant practices/commitments;
most companies may still grant time-based long-term
incentive awards in accordance with a company’s
normal grant practices, with or without a reduction in
grant value to reflect current price-set discussion below).
■ Establish shorter performance periods within a new
long-term incentive award (e.g., three one-year periods,
three-year service period with a one-year performance
period may ease the development of appropriate
performance goals; however, not preferred by proxy
advisory firms).
■ Include a qualitative component (in conjunction with a
financial metric) to allow for a more holistic assessment
of performance (e.g. 50% TSR, 50% Strategic
Performance. This approach can permit greater
committee judgement in the performance evaluation,
but also create adverse accounting outcomes.
■ Provide language in award agreements of an endof-period adjustment to earned long-term incentive
awards to take into account the impact of COVID-19 on
financial performance (may ease development of longterm performance metrics and goals, but requires some
certainty to distinguish and measure the ultimate impact;
could also result in adverse accounting consequences).
■ Incorporate a relative TSR metric (allows the market
to measure the effects of COVID-19 on share price
and eliminates the need to adjust performance metrics
to identify the extent of COVID-19 effects on financial
performance; however, award remains subject to volatile
equity markets). Grant only time-based restricted stock/
units based on an evaluation of prior year performance
and market competitive compensation levels (avoids the
need to determine appropriate performance metrics,
but has potentially adverse shareholder and advisory
group optics).
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4 | Time-Based Long-Term Incentive Awards
For time-based long-term incentive awards, such as stock
options and time-based restricted stock/unit awards,
compensation committees appear headed to maintain
the status quo. For a myriad of reasons and despite

the plunge in share price rendering many stock option
awards deeply underwater, large cap companies are not
likely to consider “repricing” such awards or exchanging
those awards for full value grants or cash at this time.

5 | Sizing Equity Awards/Share Usage
We expect companies that have yet to grant their 2020
equity awards to consider the impact of lower stock
prices in equity grant sizes. Lower share prices require
more shares to deliver comparable grant-date value.
Companies may need from 20% to over 300% more
shares to deliver comparable Long-Term Incentive (LTI)
value in a current (or future) grant.
Most calendar-year companies made their awards
prior to the precipitous share price decline. However,
for those that make their grants later in the year, share
usage will increase considerably. This could put a
significant strain on share availability and reduce the life
of the current share pool. In certain instances, current
share pool levels might be insufficient to fully fund
regular annual LTI grant levels. In addition, high share
usage may create excessive dilution and leverage,
resulting in realized compensation that is not aligned
with shareholder experience, particularly if the recovery
is faster than anticipated.

Managing Share Usage
To reduce the potential strain on share pool levels,
companies could choose to settle some or all equity
awards in cash. However, liquidity concerns may make
e action concerning 2020 pay for most companies, there
are steps companies may consider, including:

share monetization impractical. Without committing
to either share or cash settlement, compensation
committees could consider the following actions:
■ The settlement of future awards in cash, shares
or a combination of both at the discretion of the
compensation committee (this would allow, but not
require, the compensation committee to manage the
drawdown of the share pool and use of cash without the
need to modify overall design and economics of prior
equity grants).
■ Modify existing awards to settle currently outstanding
equity awards in cash, shares or a combination of both
at the discretion of the compensation committee (this
would allow the compensation committee to further
manage the drawdown of the share pool).
As an alternative to settling future awards in cash, a
company could grant long-term cash performance units
rather than equity shares to decrease share usage.
(However, this approach has a higher risk of generating
compensation outcomes that are not aligned with
shareholder experience).
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6 | Sizing Equity Awards
To address sizing issues, compensation committees
have considered the following actions:

■ Limit grants to the same number of shares that the
company awarded in the most recent award cycle.

■ Maintain status quo grant practices where share pool
is large enough to at least fund a full year of anticipated
equity grants and where the annual “burn rate” is
reasonable in relation to the company’s long-term
average.

■ Set a floor stock price to be used for determining
shares.
■ Set an annual dilution cap and prorate planned
awards as needed to stay below the cap.eps companies
may consider, including:

■ Use a higher trailing average share price over the
most recent 30, 60 or 90 trading days to size awards.
■ Choose an “arbitrary” level of reduction in the dollar
value of equity awards – e.g., a reduction of 10% or
more in the grant date award value.

7 | Equity Pay Mix
Given economic and equity market uncertainties,
compensation committees, especially at those
companies that have yet to make awards for 2020, may
need take a fresh look at the mix of LTI awards and
consider the following:

■ Eliminate performance-based equity awards in favor
of more time-based restricted stock/unit awards or cashdenominated performance awards (this action would be
viewed negatively by the proxy advisory firms and some
institutional shareholders as it does not show pay for
performance alignment).

■ Maintain the status quo.
■ Simplify equity pay mix by moving to one equity
vehicle (likely restricted shares).

8 | Non-Employee Director Compensation
In certain recently announced executive pay actions, we
have observed that some boards are making parallel
changes to their own compensation, including:
■ Elimination or reduction of cash retainers.
■ Rescission of previously approved director
fee increases.

Many companies face large stock price differences
between early-year employee stock grants and
upcoming director grants planned for the annual
shareholder meeting. We have observed that some
boards, particularly in industries seriously impacted by
COVID-19, may elect to reduce their director grants by a
specific percentage, or apply the same price used to size
employee equity.
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